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Abstract
For the successful processing and handling of
(large scale) document collections, effective
information extraction methods are essential.
This paper presents a framework for the semi-
automatic development of rule-based informa-
tion extraction applications based on the TEXT-
MARKER language utilizing machine learning
methods. We describe the approach in detail and
present the TEXTRULER system as an implemen-
tation of the proposed approach.

1 Introduction
Effective methods for information extraction are essential
for the (large scale) processing and handling of textual
data. In general, information extraction aims to locate spe-
cific items in (unstructured) textual documents, e.g., as a
first step for more semantic analysis, or for structured data
acquisition from text. There exist a variety of automatic
methods for information extraction, however, there are also
other approaches, e.g., rule-based methods. An implemen-
tation of the latter is provided by the TEXTMARKER sys-
tem wich requires knowledge acquisition. For supporting
the developer during rule acquisition step, semi-automatic
methods are key techniques.

In this paper, we describe a knowledge-engineering ap-
proach incorporating rule-learning methods: For rapid rule
capture and prototyping, several rule-learning methods can
be applied for acquiring a set of rules that can then be
refined later at each level. Machine-learning techniques
are applied for acquiring slot and template filler rules
for supporting the knowledge engineer when building the
set of information extraction rules. The framework sup-
ports several machine learning approaches; currently, there
are four methods based on the idea of filling single or
multi-slot templates specifying the required information.
The rules are then either learned, e.g., in a top-down or
bottom-up covering manner. The methods are targeted at
the TEXTMARKER rule formalization language; TEXT-
MARKER embeds the proposed framework for rapid rule
acquisition using machine-learning techniques.

As an extension of TEXTMARKER, we present the
TEXTRULER system as a prototypical implementation of
the approach. So far, the approach has been evaluated in
several case studies, for example in the medical domain.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 gives a short overview of the TEXTMARKER system
and section 3 introduces the semi-automatic development.
Then, section 4 concludes with a summary and points at
interesting directions for future work.

2 The TEXTMARKER System

The TEXTMARKER system [Atzmueller et al., 2008] is an
open source tool1 for the development of rule-based in-
formation extraction applications. The development envi-
ronment is based on the DLTK2 framework. It supports
the knowledge engineer with a full-featured rule editor,
components for the explanation of the rule inference and
a build process for generic UIMA Analysis Engines and
Type Systems [Ferrucci and Lally, 2004]. Therefore TEXT-
MARKER components can be easily created and combined
with other UIMA components in different information ex-
traction pipelines rather flexibly.

TEXTMARKER applies a specialized rule representation
language for the effective knowledge formalization: The
rules of the TEXTMARKER language are composed of a list
of rule elements that themselves consists of four parts: The
mandatory matching condition establishs a connection to
the input document by referring to an already existing con-
cept, respectively annotation. The optional quantifier de-
fines the usage of the matching condition similar to regular
expressions. Then, additional conditions add constraints to
the matched text fragment and additional actions determine
the consequences of the rule. Therefore, TEXTMARKER
rules match on a pattern of given annotations and, if the
additional conditions evaluate true, then they execute their
actions, e.g. create a new annotation. If no initial annota-
tions exist, for example, created by another component, a
scanner is used to seed simple token annotations contained
in a taxonomy.

The TEXTMARKER system provides unique functional-
ity that is usually not found in similar systems. The ac-
tions are able to modify the document either by replacing
or deleting text fragments or by modifying the view on the
document. In this case, the rules ignore some annotations,
e.g. HTML markup, or are executed only on the remain-
ing text passages. The knowledge engineer is able to add
heuristic knowledge by using scoring rules. Additionally,
several language elements common to scripting languages
like conditioned statements, loops, procedures, recursion,
variables and expressions increase the expressiveness of the
language. Rules are able to directly invoke external rule
sets or arbitrary UIMA Analysis Engines and foreign li-
braries can be integrated with the extension mechanism for
new language elements.

1The source code of the TEXTMARKER project is available at
https://sourceforge.net/projects/textmarker/

2http://www.eclipse.org/dltk/



3 Semi-Automatic Development
In this section, the semi-automatic development of TEXT-
MARKER rules is discussed in detail. In the following, we
present a comprehensive process model, interesting meth-
ods for the automatic acquisition of information extraction
rules and the current prototype of the system.

3.1 Process Model
Using the knowledge engineering approach, a knowledge
engineer normally writes handcrafted rules to create a do-
main dependent information extraction application, often
supported by a gold standard. When starting the engineer-
ing process for the acquisition of the extraction knowledge
for possibly new slot or more general for new concepts,
machine learning methods are often able to offer support in
an iterative engineering process. A conceptual overview of
the proposed process model for the semi-automatic devel-
opment of rule-based information extraction applications is
provided in figure 1.

First, a suitable set of documents that contain the text
fragments with interesting patterns needs to be selected and
annotated with the target concepts. Then, the knowledge
engineer chooses and configures the methods for automatic
rule acquisition to the best of his knowledge for the learn-
ing task: Lambda expressions based on tokens and linguis-
tic features, for example, differ in their application domain
from wrappers that process generated HTML pages.

Furthermore, parameters like the window size defining
relevant features need to be set to an appropriate level. Be-
fore the annotated training documents form the input of the
learning task, they are enriched with features generated by
the partial rule set of the developed application. The result
of the methods, that is the learned rules, are proposed to the
knowledge engineer for the extraction of the target concept.

The knowledge engineer has different options to pro-
ceed: If the quality, amount or generality of the presented
rules is not sufficient, then additional training documents
need to be annotated or additional rules have to be hand-
crafted to provide more features in general or more appro-
priate features. Rules or rule sets of high quality can be
modified, combined or generalized and transfered to the
rule set of the application in order to support the extraction
task of the target concept. In the case that the methods did
not learn reasonable rules at all, the knowledge engineer
proceeds with writing handcrafted rules.

Having gathered enough extraction knowledge for the
current concept, the semi-automatic process is iterated and
the focus is moved to the next concept until the develop-
ment of the application is completed.
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Figure 1: Process model for a semi-automatic development
of rule-based information extraction applications.

3.2 Methods
In order to choose appropriate algorithms from the vari-
ety of different machine learning techniques for informa-
tion extraction applications, the following important crite-
ria need to be considered:

• The document type the system operates on.

• Supervised or unsupervised learning strategy.

• Black-box or white-box models.

• Available description of the algorithm.

Since the methods are used in cooperation with the know-
ledge engineer, rule-based supervised white-box methods
fit the described process model best. The goal is to as-
semble a heterogenous set of methods with techniques
for different document types, different learning strate-
gies (e.g. top-down vs. bottom-up) and different rule-
representations. The following learning methods all utilize
annotated training documents, and have been chosen for
further investigation:

BWI
BWI (Boosted Wrapper Induction) [Freitag and Kushmer-
ick, 2000] uses boosting techniques to improve the per-
formance of simple pattern matching single-slot bound-
ary wrappers (boundary detectors). Two sets of detectors
are learned: the "fore" and the "aft" detectors. Weighted
by their confidences and combined with a slot length his-
togram derived from the training data they can classify a
given pair of boundaries within a document. BWI can be
used for structured, semi-structured and free text. The pat-
terns are token-based with special wildcards for more gen-
eral rules.

CRYSTAL
CRYSTAL [Soderland, 1996] learns free-text multi-slot ex-
traction rules named concept definitions, which are build of
lexical, semantic and syntactic constraints. They operate
on sentences or syntactic constituents that are created by
a sentence analyzer. Concept definitions are induced in a
bottom-up covering manner by generalizing most specific
seed rules created from uncovered training instances. A
seed rule is merged with the most similar concept defini-
tion of the initial rule base.

LP2

This method [Ciravegna, 2003] operates on all three kinds
of documents. It learns separate rules for the beginning
and the end of a single slot. So called tagging rules insert
boundary SGML tags and additionally induced correction
rules shift misplaced tags to their correct positions in order
to improve precision. The learning strategy is a bottom-up
covering algorithm. It starts by creating a specific seed in-
stance with a window of w tokens to the left and right of
the target boundary and searches for the best generaliza-
tion. Other linguistic NLP-features can be used in order to
generalize over the flat word sequence.

RAPIER
RAPIER [Califf and Mooney, 2003] induces single slot ex-
traction rules for semi-structured documents. The rules
consist of three patterns: a pre-filler, a filler and a post-filler
pattern. Each can hold several constraints on tokens and
their according POS-tag- and semantic information. The
algorithm uses a bottom-up compression strategy, starting
with a most specific seed rule for each training instance.
This initial rule base is compressed by randomly selecting



Name Strategy Document Slots Features, Auxiliaries, Characteristics

BWI Boosting, TD Struct, Semi Single, Boundary Tokens/Wildcards, AdaBoost,  Voting

CRYSTAL BU Cover Semi, Free Multi Syntax, POS, Semantic, Stem

LP² BU Cover All Single, Boundary Morph, Gazetteer, POS

RAPIER TD/BU Compr. Semi Single POS, Semantic

SRV TD Cover Semi Single FOL, Relational, Semantic, Syntactic

WHISK TD Cover All Multi Syntax, POS, Semantic

WIEN CSP Struct Multi, Rows Substrings

Figure 2: Overview of the adressed methods. (TD = Top-Down, BU = Bottom-Up)

rule pairs and search for the best generalization. Consider-
ing two rules, the least general generalization (LGG) of the
slot fillers are created and specialized by adding rule items
to the pre- and post-filler until the new rules operate well
on the training set. The best of the k rules (k-beam search)
is added to the rule base and all empirically subsumed rules
are removed.

SRV
SRV [Freitag, 2000] uses single-slot first order logic (FOL)
rules to classify a given text fragment. It is an ILP system
based on FOIL and is suitable for all three kinds of docu-
ments dependent on the used feature set. Rules are created
in a top-down covering manner from positive and negative
instances by starting with a general rule and adding liter-
als until the rule operates well on the training set. It uses
a feature-set containing simple attribute-value features and
relational features.

WHISK
Another multi-slot method is WHISK [Soderland et al.,
1999]. It can operate on all three kinds of documents and
learns single- or multi-slot rules looking similar to regu-
lar expressions. The top-down covering algorithm begins
with the most general rule and specializes it by adding sin-
gle rule terms until the rule makes no errors on the training
set. Domain specific classes or linguistic information ob-
tained by a syntactic analyzer can be used as additional fea-
tures. The exact definition of a rule term (e.g. a token) and
of a problem instance (e.g. a whole document or a single
sentence) depends on the operating domain and document
type.

WIEN
WIEN [Kushmerick et al., 1997] is the only method listed
here that operates on highly structured texts only. It in-
duces so called wrappers that anchor the slots by their
structured context around them. The HLRT (head left right
tail) wrapper class for example can determine and extract
several multi-slot-templates by first separating the impor-
tant information block from unimportant head and tail por-
tions and then extracting multiple data rows from table like
data structures from the remaining document. Inducing a
wrapper is done by solving a CSP for all possible pattern
combinations from the training data.

Figure 2 gives a short overview of the adressed methods
by summarizing the strategy of the algorithm, the allowed
document types, the extraction output and the commonly
used features, auxiliary methods or further characteristics.

3.3 The TEXTRULER System
The prototype of the TEXTRULER system was developed
in [Hermann, 2009] and is currently being extended. Fig-
ure 3 shows a screenshot of the TEXTMARKER system and
the integrated TEXTRULER system. Different components
for the creation of labeled training documents, configura-
tion of the selected methods and visualization of the learned
rules allow the usage of the presented semi-automatic pro-
cess model. Currently, prototypes of four of the six pre-
sented methods are implemented for the TEXTMARKER
language and three3 of them are rated extracting headlines
for diagnoses, therapies and examinations in medical dis-
charge letters. The following criteria adress the usefulness
of the methods for a knowlegde engineer:

Comprehensibility
The comprehensibility of the learned rules is essential for
the introspection, selection and further engineering of the
new rules. The structure and length should not conceal the
coherences between the patterns in the input document and
the used features and language constructs of the rules.

Extensibility
The knowledge engineer should be able to extend and op-
timize the proposed rules by adapting and generalizing the
language elements and their used features. A transfer of
the rules to other domains and the possible improvement
especially by the human way of thinking are rated.

Integratability
The learned rules need to be integrated in the existing rule
set. This criteria weights the straightforwardness of the in-
tegration and transferable constructs, e.g., rules.

Usage of Features
The methods’ usage of the given features and in particular
the additional features of the extended rule set is of central
interest for an iterative knowledge engineering. Therefore,
not only the included features, but also their types and con-
cepts for further improvements are rated.

Result, Performance
The time spent on learning and the amount of learned rules
should be adequate. Finally, the extraction speed and accu-
racy of the rules in the focused domain are rated.

The results of the qualitative rating of the methods’ current
implementations are listed in figure 4. The boundary rule
representation of LP2 impairs the readability and the fur-
ther engineering. The lack of integrated features and the

3Only LP2, WHISK, and RAPIER have been rated, since
WIEN is not applicable for the learning task.



Figure 3: The TEXTRULER System: (A) Part of the TEXTMARKER development environment. (B) Editor for creating
labeled training documents. (C) Control panel of the TEXTRULER system for the selection of methods and their parameters.
(D) Results of the current semi-automatic development iteration.

necessary time spent on learning of RAPIER and WHISK
prevent their practical usage. However, both methods are
able to gain on LP2, if their performance and features are
improved. For a detailed feedback see [Hermann, 2009].

LP² WHISK RAPIER

Comprehensibility 6 8 6

Extensibility 6 7 5

Integratability 6 8 7

Usage of Features 9 2 2

Result, Performance 9 3 1

Overall 36 28 21

Figure 4: Qualitative rating of the current implementations
in the TEXTRULER framework. (1 = weak, 10 = good)

4 Conclusions
In this paper, we have described a framework for the semi-
automatic development of rule-based information extrac-
tion applications. We have presented the TEXTRULER and
the TEXTMARKER systems implementing the presented
approach. The TEXTRULER system provides the machine
learning methods and is embedded into the TEXTMARKER
system. The current prototypical implementations have
been rated using a case study in the medical domain.

For future work, the implemented methods need to be
improved, especially the used TextMarker language con-
structs and the features that are applied for annotation and
information extraction. Additionally, we want to imple-
ment a more comprehensive set of learning methods cov-
ering all the discussed techniques. Furthermore, we also
aim to develop novel methods that are optimized for TEXT-
MARKER, especially using the provided language con-
structs.
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